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PRACTICE: WHERE IS
CREATIVE HEADED?

The advent of the new century found companies facing unprecedented competition for the atten-
tion of customers. It also created a huge challenge for marketing communication creatives who
have to create breakthrough messages that will not get lost in the media explosion of the 21st cen-
tury. The problem is that the more messages that appear, the less effective they are. Overwhelmed
consumers often respond by avoiding advertisements and other marketing communication.

The creatives’ challenge is to create clutter-busting messages that engage and involve and
touch the hearts and minds of the audience. The ads accomplish this by delivering messages that
people want to watch, hear, and read. As clutter continues to increase and people take more of the
message control into their own hands, the creative stakes get higher. As Professor Karen Mallia
explains: “Words and pictures—those are the weapons the creative team uses to produce com-
munication that breaks through indifference and inattention.”

The Tools in the Creative Toolbox
Every time media evolve, doomsayers predict the death of the current form. Today, some pundits
say the Internet will kill the print medium; others argue we will always have words on paper.

Still others look at the growing domination of visual media and predict the utter demise of the
written word, frequently with the old saw “a picture is worth a thousand words.” (Hmm, that
argument is made of words, isn’t it?)

As long as human beings use language to think and communicate, words aren’t likely
to disappear from advertising. Remember, the advent of acrylic didn’t stop artists from us-
ing watercolors, and television didn’t kill radio. And while styles come and go (modern,
retro, skinny ties, wide ties, high waists, low rise), the tools in the advertising toolbox will

all remain there for the deft to create magical things.
There’s no doubt that most marketing communication has moved from a verbal argument

to a more emotive, visually based mode of persuasion. Look at historic ads on a timeline, and
the average word count drops with each decade.

Great advertising has always been found at the point where the visual and verbal perfectly
intersect. Think of the headline on one of DDB’s iconic 1960s VW ads: “Lemon.” Without that
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one essential word, you’d have just a picture of a car. Without the summation in “Priceless,” the
logic of the MasterCard campaign would be lost. Inevitably, the power in the greatest creative
work comes from the synergy between words and pictures. Together, an ad’s impact increases
exponentially.

Take the 2005 Nike women’s campaign celebrating body parts (“My butt,” “My hips,” “My
shoulders”). It’s visually striking—yet verbally driven. Study every word, and how visual and
copy together create an unmistakable brand voice.

No matter what “most” people are doing, there will always be glorious exceptions proving
that great creative work solves problems in an unexpected way. (“Zig when others zag.” Re-
member that—always.) In a time of visual dominance, words underpin Mars’ “Snacklish” cam-
paign from creative powerhouse TBWA/Chiat/Day. The campaign began with billboards and
transit posters using fabricated words in the telegraphic Snickers logotype and coloring: “Hun-
gerectomy,” “Peanutopolis,” and “Substantialiscious.” By 2009, the wordplay had evolved into
an entire “language” taught at a viral “university” and featured an online translator.

Even video needs well-chosen words. Writing dialogue for film and video is a particular
kind of writing with a style and rules all its own. But the role of copy in video isn’t always that
obvious. Consider YouTube’s most-watched brand video from 2009, Evian’s “Skating Babies.”
(You can view it at www.youtube.com/watch?v�_PHnRIn74Ag.) At first you might not see the
imprint of the writer, but it’s there—in a title card stopping viewers in the middle, and a super at
the end. Without that copy, would the video be as meaningful? How would the brand and the story
connect? The same is true for the award-winning Cadbury gorilla spot from the United Kingdom.
(View it at www.youtube.com/watch?v�Ow_o78zjo14.) It wouldn’t make any sense with-
out being anchored by the brand’s tagline, “A glass and a half full of joy.” It wouldn’t be adver-
tising, either—just a Phil Collins music video. Creating successful integrated communication
means using every weapon in your arsenal. Sometimes the answer is visual; sometimes the
sharpest tool is a word. Let’s not forget three of the most persuasive words in the English lan-
guage, and what they can get people to do: “I love you.” I dare you to find the picture that says
it better.

How do agencies organize, motivate, and inspire their creative people to produce breakthrough
marketing communication that engages its target audience? The three chapters in this part will
help you better understand how the creative side works.

Chapter 8 • The Creative Side
Chapter 9 • Copywriting
Chapter 10 • Visual Communication
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Innocent: The Talking Rabbit

Innocent Smoothies was established in 1999 in the United Kingdom, positioning
itself as a noncorporate producer of fruit smoothies, juices, and vegetable pots.
In 2009, it sold a minority stake in the business to Coca-Cola. A year later, this

stake was increased to a majority 58 percent holding.
Since its creation, Innocent has had a strong ecofriendly position and clear

ideals, running village fete events and the Fruitstock Festival in London’s Regent’s
Park. Innocent controls more than two-thirds of the U.K. smoothie market.

In 2010, the London-based agency, Fallon, developed a rabbit mascot to front
its first advertising campaign for the smoothie-maker. It was a $2.8 million television
advertising campaign featuring a rabbit talking about making health-conscious New
Year resolutions. Fallon was the same agency that had come up with the idea that
a gorilla drumming to the sound track of a Phil Collins song was a perfect advertis-
ing gimmick in the U.K. for Cadbury chocolate.

The idea was to roll out the rabbit as the key figurehead of the fruit drinks
across all media. The timing of the launch of the campaign was deliberate: It coin-
cided with traditional New Year resolutions to detox and to have a healthier
lifestyle after seasonal excesses.

According to the Marketing Director of Innocent, Thomas Delabriere, the rab-
bit was created to represent anyone who wanted to live a healthier life, but found
that the pressures of life always got in the way of good intentions. Key to the cam-
paign was the claim that a single bottle of the smoothie would count as two of the
five-a-day U.K. government recommendations for portions of fruits and vegetables.

Back in 2007, Innocent had fallen foul of the U.K. Advertising Standards
Authority by overstating the health benefits of smoothies. The authority ruled that
the company could only claim that a smoothie was the equivalent of one portion
and not two. The Advertising Standards Authority and the Department of Health
changed their mind in 2009 and actually supported Innocent’s claim that the
smoothie was the equivalent of two portions.

CHAPTER KEY POINTS

1. How do we explain the science and art of creative strategy, as well as the important parts of a creative brief?

2. What are some key message strategy approaches?

3. Can creative thinking be defined, and how does it lead to a Big Idea?

4. What characteristics do creative people have in common, and what is their typical creative process?

5. What issues affect the management of creative strategy and its implementation?
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Fallon had worked with Innocent back in the 1990s; for the most part Innocent
had been using their own in-house creative team to handle their advertising work.
Fallon came back on board in August 2009. However, by August 2010, with the
campaign still running, Innocent was looking for a new advertising agency. Agencies
already knew that Innocent would, from time to time, run advertising reviews, but
after a year of working with Fallon, this was somewhat unexpected.

Around this time, Innocent received some adverse publicity from rabbit own-
ers. One of the key critics was the pet food company Burgess Pet Care, which made
a complaint about the advertisement because it seemed to imply that rabbits
should eat fruit. Their claim was that audiences might take the advertisement too
literally. Pet health care professionals pointed out that healthy eating regimes of
rabbits could be undone by this advertisement. Innocent agreed to put a health
warning on its advertisements, which stated that rabbits don’t actually speak and
don’t eat Innocent veg pots.

In August 2010 Innocent began looking for a new agency partner to handle a
series of new brand extensions for 2011. It was an awkward situation for Fallon. In-
nocent claimed that it was simply increasing its marketing and advertising spend-
ing and that, because Fallon was already working for the company and was
busy, they were looking elsewhere. In any event, Innocent appointed Rainey Kelly
Campbell Roalfe/Y&R to handle its advertising account.

In early November 2010, Fallon resigned from its account with Innocent includ-
ing the advertising for the orange juice and veg pots brands. Fallon’s chief execu-
tive, Gail Gallie, cited a mismatch in beliefs between the agency and Innocent in
work and creativity.

So was using a talking rabbit a good idea? In an annual poll from the Thought
Leadership Group, using more than 1,000 people from market research company
Populus’ Opinion Leader Network, the Innocent brand was ranked seventh behind
big brands such as Apple, Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Microsoft. This was an
incredible result, given that Innocent was the smallest company to appear any-
where on the list. Turn to the It’s a Wrap feature at the end of the chapter to find
out how Innocent built on its success to give something back to the community.

Sources: www.innocentdrinks.co.uk; www.campaignlive.co.uk; www.fallon.co.uk; www.rabbiting-on.com.

Effective advertising is both an art in its creativity and a science in its strategy. This chapter explores
how the two dimensions come together as creative strategy—the logic behind the message. We also
examine how the strategy works with creative ideas to deliver a message’s objectives. This includes
a discussion of a planning tool called a creative brief, which provides direction for the execution of
the Big Idea and for the evaluation of the creative strategy. We discuss the characteristics of creative
people and the process of creative thinking, with the aim of showing how you can be a more cre-
ative thinker. The chapter ends with a discussion of the implementation of creative strategy.

SCIENCE AND ART?
Effective advertising is successful because the right media delivers the right message to the right
target audience at the right time. In Part 2 we concentrated on how marketing communication
works and how it’s planned, and in Part 4 we’ll consider the media and how a message is deliv-
ered. In Part 3—the next three chapters—we’ll concentrate on how the message is created. It’s
important to keep in mind, however, that like two hands clapping, media and message need to
work together to create effective communication. In fact, planning the message usually happens
simultaneously with planning the media. Figure 8.1 diagrams this relationship.
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Effective marketing communication is not only focused on media and messages, it’s also a
product of both logic and creativity. The message plan, for example, is a rational analysis of a
problem and what’s needed to solve that problem. The advertisement itself translates the logic of
the planning decisions into a creative idea that is original, attention getting, and memorable, such
as the idea of a talking rabbit as “spokes-character” for Innocent Smoothies.

Beyond originality, Stuhlfaut and Berman say that creativity is not an open-ended process—
it is directed at achieving objectives. They also emphasize that creative strategy is a problem-
solving process,1 and problem solving demands creative thinking—the mental tool used in
figuring things out. Big Ideas and Big Plans both call for creative thinking.

In their book Creative Strategy in Advertising, Drewniany and Jewler say that an ad “needs
to contain a persuasive message that convinces people to take action.” To be creative, however,
they suggest that the message must connect the target audience to the brand in a relevant and un-
expected way. They explain, “Great advertising starts with a problem from the client and ends
with a solution for consumers.”2 This description of creative advertising supports the principle
that advertising is both a science—in the way a message is designed to be persuasive—and an
art—in presenting an original and unexpected idea.

The creative element is the most visible—and, in some respects, the most important—dimension
of marketing communication. As Professor Sheila Sasser, who is an expert on creativity and a
regular contributor to this textbook, has explained, “Many advertisers openly claim they actively
seek out new advertising agencies to achieve stronger or better creative work.” What they are
looking for is new ideas—new ways to present and deliver messages that have an impact.

Sometimes the new way to present a message demonstrates creativity in the use of media as
much as it does in the design of the message. The nature of creative ideas has changed with the
development of new, more engaging media. For example, you may remember that in Chapter 6
we introduced the Icelandic lamb case study. In it, Ingvi Logason and his Reykjavik agency re-
defined the meaning of “advertising media.” He explains, “We created ‘advertising’ in the form
of a series of traditional cooking shows designed to teach new and traditional recipes, but the
shows would be only 40 to 90 seconds long. The execution of the campaign was ten cooking-
show ‘ads’ that we strategically ran on various stations followed by viral distribution of the same
micro-cooking shows through Facebook.”

Who Are the Key Players?
All agencies have copywriters and art directors who are responsible for developing the creative
concept and crafting the execution of the advertising idea. They often work in teams, are some-
times hired and fired as a team, and may work together successfully for several years. Broadcast
producers can also be part of the team for television commercials. The creative director man-
ages the creative process and plays an important role in focusing the strategy of ads and making
sure the creative concept is strategically on target. Of course, the account planner has helped put
the strategy together in the form of a creative brief, so that person may also be involved in pro-
viding both background and direction to the creative team. Because advertising creativity is a
product of teamwork, copywriters and art directors work together to generate concept, word, and
picture ideas. Their writing or design specialties come into play in the execution of the idea.

The agency environment is particularly important. As Sasser explains, advertising agencies
represent the perfect “think tank” to inspire creativity and research into creative thinking. Her re-
search has found that agencies are natural incubators in terms of the 3 Ps of innovation: Place,
Person, and Process. She explains these themes as follows:

• Place Environment research focuses on areas of the agency, office, or workspace setting that
impact on creativity, such as image, structure, culture, integration, and communication. Cre-
ative boutique agencies have playful offices to stimulate their creative team’s ideas. Color-
ful, artistic, and evocative creative department spaces exist even within the most
conservative agency.

• Person Individual research provides insight into what makes individuals creative.
These insights focus on how creative people think and behave in various ways to
prompt their creative juices. Personality and motivation, also known as the passion to
create, occupy key roles in stimulating individual creativity. Everyone has some level
of internal creativity.

Principle
Effective advertising is a
product of both science
(persuasion) and art
(creativity). Big Ideas and
Big Plans both call for
creative thinking.

Sheila Sasser is
professor of
advertising, IMC, and
marketing at Eastern
Michigan University
College of Business.
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• Process Output research focuses on the creative product, the actual campaign. Although
there is some reluctance to say what is creative, most people have their own definition,
which includes such dimensions as originality, appropriateness, and artistry.

Although agencies offer an environment designed to stimulate creative thinking, profes-
sionals working on their own find that the varied nature of their assignments and projects create
their own challenges, as Michael Dattolico describes in his A Day In the Life feature.

What Is the Role of Creativity?
Creativity is a special form of problem solving, and everyone is born with some talent in that area.
Media planners, market researchers, copywriters, and art directors are all searching for new ideas.
Ty Montague, former chief creative officer and co-president at JWT New York, made this point
in a speech at the Effie Awards presentation. He said that even though the word creative is
attached to his job, that doesn’t mean its use is limited to the creative side. Montague noted that
“every client I have ever worked with desperately wants every facet of the development of a prod-
uct and its marketing to be infused with as much creativity as possible.”3

A DAY IN THE LIFE

What’s in a Title?
Michael Dattolico, Musion Creative, LLC

If only I could sum up in a few words what I do each day, I
would finally have a title for my office door. But the fact is,
I can’t decide on a title like some people can’t pick a brand
of laundry detergent. Each job I perform, each professional
hat I wear, each skill set I practice has a specific benefit to
whatever project I might be working on. I pride myself—
and my company—on this diversity. A fusion of inspiration
and execution through a diverse melding of design, cre-
ativity, and strong-minded marketing strategy. The tricky
part is knowing how much to add to what load.

Each day I get up, commute to work, and turn on some
tunes. I try to keep myself in a flexible, stimulating, creative
environment where I can focus but stay lucid enough to lure
creativity into my head. Music does that for me, but differ-
ent people prefer different things to keep them going in a
creative job. It’s like deciding between lemon fresh or
mountain scent detergent; who really cares how you do it,
just get the job done.

By morning I usually already have a few briefs slated for
the day, but I check my morning e-mails to see if anything
pressing has come in. Since I do have a large list of profes-
sional hats to sift through, sometimes my days involve de-
tailed ASP scripting (Microsoft Active Server Pages, a tool
used in the design of Web pages), sometimes I get to doo-
dle on my sketchpad trying to come up with a solid creative
idea. The hardest part of my job is switching gears without
grinding them. It can be difficult to switch mind-sets so
drastically, but I thrive on challenges, so no worries.

Once I finally have that brief in front of me, I brain-
storm. I strategize a plan of action, how I plan on tackling
the brief, how conservative the client is. Every ad, every
client is not looking for a One Show winner. You have to feel
out what they’re looking for, get inside their head as well as

the target market. I think that was one of the major miscon-
ceptions I took away from college. You’re not just creating,
you’re selling. You have to create something the client
wants, whether it’s a sweet creative idea or a starburst-
heavy flyer. Because if not, you risk them taking their work
to another laundromat next time.

After I map out a design and approach, I dive into the
professional software I need. A computer can be your sav-
ior, but if you jump in too early it can actually hinder your
work. Sometimes starting out with a pad and pencil helps
weed out dozens of weak ideas and layouts that would take
hours on a PC. A weak idea will never become stronger no
matter how spectacularly you dress it. Some things need to
be pretreated before you throw them in the wash.

By now, I should have something I’m happy with. Usu-
ally I come up with a few options to show the client, a left-
field creative version and a right-field conservative option.
This way if they love the creativity we can go with that, but
if they want to stay conservative, at least they have some-
thing already done we can work on. This is the best way to
push the creative envelope a little bit with the client, show
them your capabilities while not missing a deadline. I’ve
found that the client almost never picks the creative idea on
the first project, but it plants the seed for the second or
third project. It helps grow the relationship into something
you will both be happy with.

That’s it. Rinse and repeat.

Owner of his own design studio, Musion Creative LLC (www
.musioncreative.com), Michael Dattolico graduated from the advertising
program at the University of Florida and a creative advertising program in
England at the University College of Falmouth. His work was nominated for
inclusion in this book by Professor Elaine Wagner.
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Leonardo DaVinci, Albert Einstein, and Georgia O’Keefe excelled in different fields, but all three qualify as creative geniuses.

How Creative Are You?
By Sheri Broyles, University of North Texas
Do you ever wonder whether you are creative? Does creativity have anything to do with your personality? Your personal-
ity is your own distinctive and consistent pattern of how you think, feel, and act. You may not be a creative genius but 
still you may have creative abilities that can be nurtured and developed. 

     A current view of creativity suggests that the area of personality most related to creativity is how open you are to new 
experiences. According to researchers, how open you are to new experiences can be measured by survey questions that 
ask if you agree or disagree with statements like  the following:

1. “I enjoy working on mind-twister-type puzzles.”

2. “Once I find the right way to do something, I stick to it.”

3. “As a child I rarely enjoyed games of make-believe.”

4. “I enjoy concentrating on a fantasy or daydream and exploring all its possibilities, letting it grow and develop.”
Which ones do you believe may predict a creative personality? Explain why. What can you do to expand your talents in 
those areas?

FIGURE 8.2
The Creative Personality

Source: Sheri J. Broyles, University of North Texas Department of Journalism, P.O. box 311277, Denton, TX 76203 sbroyles@unt.edu. Also based on R. R. McCrae and P. T.
Costa Jr., “Openness to Experience” in Perspectives in Personality, Vol. 1, ed. R. Hogan and W. H. Jones (Greenwich, CT: JAI Press, 1985): 145–172. 

Montague points to Apple CEO Steve Jobs who, in his opinion, is “the current world heavy-
weight champion in the marketing world and who makes sure that the entire Apple brand stands
for creativity.” In other words, when Apple launched iPod, “the creativity begins with the way the
product looks, works, and feels.” And everything else is a creative challenge—packaging, distri-
bution, PR, the events, the business model—it’s all creative. “Creativity was baked into the iPod
way before the agency got involved.”

Highly creative people range from Henry Ford, the father of the Model T, to Steven Jobs, the
cofounder of Apple Computer, to Lucille Ball of I Love Lucy fame. They are idea people, creative
problem solvers, and highly original thinkers. Creative people are found in business, science, en-
gineering, advertising, and many other fields. But in advertising, creativity is both a job descrip-
tion and a goal. Figure 8.2 contains a mini-test to evaluate your own creative potential.
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The next section reviews creative message strategy and then comes back to an analysis of
Big Ideas and explanations of how creative thinking works. It will help you understand how you
can be a more creative problem solver.

The Creative Brief
The art and science of advertising come together in the phrase creative strategy. A winning mar-
keting communication idea must be both creative (original, different, novel, unexpected) and
strategic (right for the product and target; meets the objectives). It’s not just about coming up with
a novel idea that no one has thought of before, but rather advertising creativity is about coming
up with an idea that solves a communication problem in an original way.

The Road Crew social marketing campaign is an example of creative problem solving for a
good cause. We’ll be using the Road Crew campaign throughout this chapter to illustrate differ-
ent aspects of message strategy. The problem was to get young men in Wisconsin small towns
who drink and drive to use a ride service. The objective was to reduce the incidence of alcohol-
related car crashes by 5 percent. The breakthrough creative concept was to use the idea of a road
crew for a group of young partiers who needed a ride on their big night out.

People who create advertisements also make a distinction between creative strategy and cre-
ative executions. Creative strategy, or message strategy, is what the advertisement says;
execution is how it is said. This chapter focuses on creative strategy, and the two chapters that
follow explore the writing, design, and production of advertising executions.

The creative strategy and the key execution details are spelled out in a document called a
creative brief (or creative platform, worksheet, or blueprint). The brief is the document prepared
by the account planner to summarize the basic marketing and advertising strategy that we briefly
introduced in Chapter 7. It gives direction to creative team members as they search for a creative
concept. The following outline summarizes the key points in a typical brief:

• Problem that can be solved by communication
• Target audience and key insights into their attitudes and behavior
• Brand position and other branding decisions, such as personality and image
• Communication objectives that specify the desired response to the message by the target

audience
• Proposition or selling idea that will motivate the target to respond
• Media considerations about where and when the message should be delivered
• Creative direction that provides suggestions on how to stimulate the desired consumer re-

sponse. These aren’t creative ideas but may touch on such execution or stylistic direction as
the ad’s tone of voice.

Different agencies use different formats, but most combine these basic advertising strategy
decisions. The briefs typically are in outline form, to be filled in by account planners and given
to the creative team. The point is that advertising planning—even planning for the creative side—
involves a structured, logical approach to analysis, which may leave out the intuitive, emotional
message effects. The Crispin Porter � Bogusky agency, for example, designs its advertising by
looking for what it calls “tension points.” Its brief asks planners to consider: “What is the psy-
chological, social, categorical, or cultural tension associated with this idea?”

The Road Crew campaign planning began with a creative brief. The ultimate goal was to
encourage guys who like to party and visit bars to rely on a limousine ride service rather than
trying to drive home themselves. Here is the creative brief that shows the thinking behind the
campaign:

• Why are we advertising at all? To create awareness for an evening alternative ride service.
• What is the message trying to do? Make the new ride service appealing to men in order to

reduce the number of alcohol-related crashes.
• What are their current attitudes and perceptions? “My car is here right now. Why wait?

There are few options available anyway. I want to keep the fun going all night long.”
• What is the main promise we need to communicate? It’s more fun when you don’t have to

worry about driving.
• What is the key moment to which we tie this message? “Bam! The fun stops when I need to

think about getting to the next bar or getting home.”
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• What tone of voice should we use? The brand character is rugged, cool, and genuine. We
need to be a “straight-shooter” buddy on the barstool next to the target. They do not want to
be preached to or told what to do. We need to communicate in a language to which they can
relate. (Words like program may cause our audience to tune out.)

Message Objectives In planning creative strategies, what do you want the message to accom-
plish? What message objectives would you specify for the Road Crew campaign in order to meet
the goal of reducing alcohol-related crashes by 5 percent?

Some experts say advertising’s role is to create awareness or announce something; others
say it is to inform or persuade.4 Hard-nosed businesspeople say the only real objective is to create
sales. In some cases, the objective is to build or change demand for a brand. In Chapters 4 and 7,
we introduced the concept of the Facets Model of Effects (Figure 8.3). Here is a review of some
common advertising objectives that relate to the most critical facets of effectiveness:

• See/hear Create attention, awareness, interest, recognition.
• Feel Touch emotions and create feelings.
• Think/Understand Deliver information, aid understanding, create recall.
• Connect Establish brand identity and associations, transform a product into a brand with dis-

tinctive personality and image.
• Believe Change attitudes, create conviction and preference, stimulate trust.
• Act/Do Stimulate trial, purchase, repurchase, or some other form of action, such as visiting a

store or website.

Of course, these effects are also driven by the demands of the marketing situation, target au-
dience insights, and the needs of the brand. We mentioned that the primary goal of the Road Crew
campaign was to reduce the number of alcohol-related crashes. Other objectives involved creat-
ing awareness of the ride service program and positive attitudes toward it and establishing a cost-

act
Behavior

believe
Persuasion

feel
Emotion

see/hear
Perception

think/understand
Cognition

connect
Association

FIGURE 8.3
Facets Model of Effects
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efficient level of rides in the first year of operations, which involved fund-raising, the solicitation
of volunteers, and other community support. The heart of the problem uncovered by the Road
Crew research, however, was a gap between awareness (don’t drink & drive), attitudes (risky,
scary, potentially dangerous), and behavior (get someone else to drive). The campaign was de-
signed to address this gap and encourage the target audience’s behavior to change in accordance
with their attitudes and awareness.

Targeting The target decision is particularly important in planning a message strategy. For
example, we mentioned in the media chapters that advertisers have a difficult time reaching
young men. New cable TV programs, as well as Web and cell phone opportunities, are devel-
oping to deliver this critical demographic, but what should the message say in these new me-
dia formats?

The target audience for the Wisconsin Road Crew campaign was identified as 21- to 34-year-
old single men with a high school education and employed in blue-collar jobs. They were the pri-
mary target for the ride service because research found that this group is responsible for the most
alcohol-related crashes, they kill more people than any other age group, and they themselves
are most likely to die in an alcohol-related crash. What moves this group? Research found that
many of these guys tended to worry about driving home drunk as the
end of the evening approached and this worry took the edge off an oth-
erwise delightful end of the evening. So the ride service made their
evening more fun because it reduced their worry.

Branding and Positioning The demands of the brand are also impor-
tant considerations. Brand positions and brand images are created
through message strategies and brought to life through advertising ex-
ecutions. Finding the right position is difficult enough, but figuring out
how to communicate that position in an attention-getting message that
is consistent across multiple executions and various media is difficult.
The classic “Think Small” campaign that launched the VW Beetle is
an example of advertising that created a powerful brand at the same
time it carved out a unique position in a cluttered automobile market.

Brand communication creates symbols and cues that make brands
distinctive, such as characters, colors, slogans, and taglines, as well as
brand personality cues. Burger King has taken on market leader Mc-
Donald’s by being cool, as evidenced by the power of its icon with an
attitude—the Burger King king, which is only one of a group of brand
icons that lend personality, emotion, and stories to their brands. The
Geico Gecko and Frontier’s talking animals are brand-savvy charac-
ters that are making the earnest Mr. Clean, Pillsbury Doughboy, and
Jolly Green Giant look like dinosaurs. The difference is that these new-
age characters are self-aware and even a little self-mocking, and they
speak to the ad resistance of today’s consumers with irony and inner
conflict.5

Advertising and other forms of marketing communication are
critical to creating what brand guru Kevin Keller calls brand
salience6—that is, the brand is visible and has a presence in the mar-
ketplace, consumers are aware of it, and the brand is important to its
target market. For example, Hewlett-Packard, a leader in the computer
industry, has always been a follower in brand image behind the more
creative Apple. To drop its stodgy image and imbue the brand with a
sense of cool, a website (www.fingerskilz.tv) uses what appears to be
fingers doing soccer tricks on a desk with a wadded-up paper ball.
Later revealed to be an HP “viral” ad, the site attracted more than
180,000 visitors and lit up discussions on blogs and chat rooms.7

In addition to brand salience—measured as top-of-mind aware-
ness—another objective for branding and positioning campaigns is to
create trust. We buy familiar brands because we’ve used them before

CLASSIC
In an era of big cars and huge tail fins, Volkswagen
launched its unimposing little Beetle in the 1960s.
Other car ads were in full color with mansions in the
background and beautiful people in the foreground.
In the classic “Think Small” campaign, the Beetle
was shown in black and white with a simple headline,
“Lemon,” in contrast to the bombastic promises of
its competitors. Why “Lemon”? The copy explains
that this little car had a quality problem with a
chrome strip on its glove compartment, and it
needed to be replaced. The ad stated that VW’s
inspectors found no detail too small to overlook,
assuring consumers that their cars would last
longer than other cars. Advertising Age recognized
VW’s “Think Small” campaign as number one on its
list of the Top 100 advertising campaigns in history.
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Fade in on Jack the Rabbit
pulling into the gate.

He sees his pal Larry the Lynx
and the two banter throughout . . .

Larry: I’ll say. 

Jake: New planes, new cities,
new leather seats.
Larry: Pretty exciting stuff, huh?
Jake: Hey Larry, what’s leather
made from?

Jack: I’ll tell ya Larry, the 
tarmac never looked better.

Larry: It’s creepy.

Larry: Cowhide
Jack: Ohhhh—so that’s why there are
no cows on the tails  of our planes.

SUPER: A whole different 
animal. FRONTIER 

MUSIC: Frontier music under
staged

Cut to supers . . . 

SUPER: New planes. New cities. 
New leather seats. 

Cut back to the tarmac for
a quick button . . .

The “moment of silence”
is ridiculously short . . .

Larry: Wanna do do a moment of
silence for cows?

Jack: Sure

SFX: Slight pause . . .

Jack: That’s enough–wanna grab 
a burger?

Larry: I’m starving.

. . . and they quickly turn their
attention toward lunch

Frontier’s “Leather Seats” commercial, which is part of the long-running “A Whole Different Animal” campaign, was
carefully planned to deliver the brand personality conveyed through its menagerie of high-flying characters.
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and we trust them to deliver on their promises. One category where trust is absolutely critical is
pharmaceuticals. Another category is riding in automobiles, particularly GM and Chrysler after
their governmental bailouts and Chrysler’s bankruptcy. Both companies subsequently turned to
strategies that reassured consumers that the companies would exist and their cars would continue
to excel in quality.

MESSAGE STRATEGIES
Once you have an objective or set of objectives to guide the advertising message, how do you go
about translating those goals into strategies? Remember, there is no one right way to do advertising—
in most cases there are a number of ways to achieve a communication objective. If you were creat-
ing the advertising for a hotel, for example, what would you emphasize—speed of check-in, size of
the room, hair dryers, mints on the pillow? Rather than tangible features like these, Sheraton decided
to emphasize the emotional side of traveling and shows people greeting one another. Since it’s a
global company, the greetings include hugs, bows, and kisses on both cheeks. The company believes
that its customers worldwide like to be welcomed, appreciated, and made to feel at home.

Planners search for the best creative strategy—the approach that makes the most sense given the
brand’s marketing situation and the target audience’s needs and interests. But how do you talk about the
various strategic approaches you might consider? In other words, how do you put strategies into words?

The Strategic Approach
First let’s review some simple ways to express a strategic approach—head or heart and hard or
soft sell. Then we’ll look at some more complex models that get a little deeper into the com-
plexities of message strategy.

Head and Heart In the Facets Model the cognitive objectives generally speak to the head, and
the affective objectives are more likely to speak to the heart. Sometimes, however, a strategy is
designed to inform the mind as it touches the emotions. For example, in a strategy statement for
Volkswagen’s “Drivers Wanted” campaign, the agency identified both rational and emotional di-
mensions to the VW brand:

VW’s rational brand essence:

“The only brand offering the benefits and ‘feeling’ of German engineering within reach.”

VW’s emotional brand essence:
• Exciting
• Different driving feeling
• Different way of living
• More feeling, fun, alive, connected.

Another way to refer to head and heart strategies are hard- and soft-sell approaches. A hard
sell is an informational message that is designed to touch the mind and create a response based on
logic. The assumption is that the target audience wants information and will make a rational prod-
uct decision. A soft sell uses emotional appeals or images to create a response based on attitudes,
moods, and feelings. The assumption with soft-sell strategies is that the target audience has little
interest in an information search and will respond more favorably to a message that touches their
emotions or presents an attractive brand image. A soft-sell strategy can be used for hard products.
NAPA auto parts ran an emotional ad that showed a dog sitting at a railroad crossing, forcing a
truck to brake hard to avoid hitting him as a train bears down on the scene. The slogan puts the
heart-stopping visual story into perspective: “NAPA, because there are no unimportant parts.”

But there are also examples of ads designed to stir emotions that didn’t work because they
were too manipulative or raised inappropriate emotions—think sexy calendars for car parts. It is
possible to manipulate emotions in a way that viewers and listeners resent. For example, a bill-
board for a pest control company located in the heart of downtown that depicted a huge scary bug
looming over the sidewalk elicited many complaints from pedestrians as well as drivers.

Sometimes, however, high emotion works. A 30-minute public service announcement re-
ferred to as “COW” was designed to teach Welsh schoolchildren about the dangers of texting while
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Frazer’s Six Creative Strategies

Strategy Description Uses

Preemptive Uses a common attribute or
benefit, but brand gets there
first—forces competition into
“me too” positions.

Used for categories with little
differentiation or new product
categories.

Unique selling
proposition

Uses a distinct difference in
attributes that creates a
meaningful consumer benefit.

Used for categories with high levels 
of technological improvement and
innovations.

Brand image Uses a claim of superiority or
distinction based on extrinsic
factors such as psychological
differences in the minds of
consumers.

Used with homogeneous, low-tech
goods with little differentiation.

Positioning Establishes a place in the
consumer’s mind relative to
the competition.

Used by new entries or small brands
that want to challenge the market
leader.

Resonance Uses situations, lifestyles, and
emotions with which the target
audience can identify.

Used in highly competitive,
undifferentiated product
categories.

Affective/
anomalous (or
ambiguous)

Uses an emotional, sometimes
even ambiguous message, to
break through indifference.

Used where competitors are playing
it straight and informative.

driving using a strong fear appeal. “COW” features Cassie Cowan, a nice girl from a nice Gwent
valleys family—who kills four people on the road because she used her mobile and lost her con-
centration for a few seconds. It starts with three girls in a car with Cassie, the driver, texting while
driving. The next scene is a horrifying slow-motion three-car accident with the girls being thrown
around inside the car followed by images of blood, wounds, and the seriously injured girls, as well
as the the horror and fear of the driver who survives with minor injuries. In the other cars there is
a middle-age driver who is motionless and two unconscious adults in the third car with an infant
and 2-year-old girl who keeps saying, “Mommy, Daddy, wake up.” Bob Garfield, Advertising Age’s
critic, says that usually such graphic displays turn off the audience but he suspects this one may
force people “to confront the consequences of a few moments of driver inattention”—presumably
the death of four people. He explains, “We can’t help but put our stupid selves in Cassie’s flip-
flops.”8 You can see the video online at www.gwent.police.uk/leadnews.php?a�2172.

Systems of Strategies Head or heart, hard sell or soft sell—these terms all refer to some basic
ideas about message strategy. But these are simple concepts, and creative strategy is more com-
plex. We’ll look at two of approaches that address other aspects of advertising strategy: Frazer’s
six creative strategies and Taylor’s strategy wheel.

University of Washington Professor Charles Frazer proposed a set of six creative strategies that
address various types of message situations.9 Although not comprehensive, these terms are useful to
identify some common approaches to message strategy. The strategies are described as follows:

The preemptive strategy shows up in competitive advertising where one competitor tries to
build a position or lay a claim before others enter the market. An example comes from the Coffee
Wars between Starbucks and McDonald’s that erupted when McDonald’s announced its McCafe
line of fancy coffees at lower prices. In anticipation of the McCafe advertising blitz, Starbucks be-
gan its first-ever branding campaign. Designed with burlap-sack backgrounds that are reminiscent
of roasted coffee bags, the ads have hard-hitting headlines like, “Starbucks or nothing. Because
compromise leaves a really bad aftertaste” and “If your coffee isn’t perfect, we’ll make it over. If
it’s still not perfect, you must not be in a Starbucks.” The campaign is designed to separate the Star-
bucks’ experience from the mass-market approach of McDonald’s and Dunkin’ Donuts.

University of Tennessee professor Ron Taylor developed a model that divides strategies into
the transmission view, which is similar to the more rational “head” strategies, and the ritual view,
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which is similar to the more feeling-
based “heart” strategies. He then di-
vides each into three segments: ration
(rational), acute need, and routine on
the transmission side; and ego, social,
and sensory on the ritual side.10 He ex-
plains the principles behind this model,
as well as its application in a problem-
solving context, in the A Matter of Prin-
ciple feature.

Strategic Formats
Even though advertising is a constant
search for a new and novel way to ex-
press some basic truth, there are also
some tried and true formats that have
worked over the years. We’ll talk about
these options from a literary, psychological, and sales viewpoint.

Lectures and Dramas Most advertising messages use a combination of two basic literary tech-
niques to reach the head or the heart of the consumer: lectures and dramas.11 A lecture is a seri-
ous instruction given verbally. The speaker presents evidence (broadly speaking) and uses a
technique such as an argument to persuade the audience. The advantages of lectures are many:
They are relatively inexpensive to produce and are compact and efficient. A lecture can deliver a
dozen selling points in seconds, get right to the point, and make the point explicitly. In advertis-
ing we use the phrase talking head to refer to an announcer who delivers a lecture about a prod-
uct. This can also be a celebrity spokesperson or an authority figure, such as a doctor or scientist.

Drama, however, relies on the viewer to make inferences about the brand. Sometimes the
drama is in the story that the reader has to construct around the cues in the ad. Through dramas,
advertisers tell stories about their products; the characters speak to each other (Frontier’s talk-
ing animals), not to the audience. Like fairy tales, movies, novels, parables, and myths, adver-
tising dramas are essentially stories about how the world works. They can be funny as well as
serious. Viewers learn from these commercial dramas by inferring lessons from them and by
applying those lessons to their everyday lives. The Leo Burnett agency built a creative philos-
ophy around “Inherent Drama,” which describes the storyline built into the agency’s archetypal
brand characters, such as the Marlboro Man, Charlie the Tuna, the Jolly Green Giant, and Tony
the Tiger.

Psychological Appeals The psychological ap-
peal of the product to the consumer is also used
to describe a message that appeals primarily to
the heart. An appeal connects with some emo-
tion that makes the product particularly attractive
or interesting, such as security, esteem, fear, sex,
and sensory pleasure. Although emotion is at the
base of most appeals, in some situations, appeals
can also have a logical dimension, such as saving
money for retirement (relief based on knowl-
edge). Appeals generally pinpoint the anticipated
response of the audience to the product and the
message. For example, if the price is emphasized
in the ad, then the appeal is value, economy, or
savings. If the product saves time or effort, then
the appeal is convenience. Advertisers use a
status appeal to establish something as a high-
quality, expensive product. Appetite appeal using
mouth-watering visuals is used in food advertis-
ing, such as the Quaker Trail Mix Bar ad.

The ads and slogan, “It’s not just coffee. It’s a Starbucks,” tell the brand’s quality
story and counters the McDonald’s McCafe campaign.

The appetite appeal of the trail mix bar is dramatized by an extremely
close-up visual that shows all the nuts and raisins larger than life.
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A MATTER OF PRINCIPLE

Six Message Strategies in Six Minutes
Ronald E. Taylor, University of Tennessee

It’s crunch time. You’ve got to gen-
erate several different message
strategies to discuss with your
boss for a new business pitch.
She’s meeting with a regional
bottler who plans to add bot-
tled water to her product line.

Your boss wants to hear your
ideas over lunch. Problem is, this

bottled water is no different from all
the other brands of bottled water.

You head out to meet your boss, a six-minute trip
away from your office. You’ve got to enter the restaurant
with the strategies in your head. You remember a strategy
device from your advertising class in college: the six-seg-
ment strategy wheel (Figure 8.4). It was designed primarily
to generate strategies, to create several to choose from.
You remember that it had two broad divisions—transmis-
sion and ritual—and three segments under each division.
You mentally work your way counterclockwise around the
wheel to think about ways to promote the product.

1. Ration Segment Ration strategies are based on ra-
tional thought and logic. They represent the classic
reason-why, product-focused message strategies.
You think “Brand X Water, the economical, conven-
ient, portable beverage.”

2. Acute Need Segment Acute need, or special need,
strategies are based on consumers’ unanticipated

need for the product or service, like appliance repair
or medical surgery, or special occasions, like the need
for a tuxedo or dress for a formal occasion. But when
do you have an acute need for water? When tradi-
tional supplies aren’t available! “Stock up on Brand X
Water for the hurricane season.”

3. Routine Segment Routine strategies attempt to rou-
tinize everyday behavior. You remember that drinking
multiple glasses of water a day is good for you, so you
think “Brand X Water, A Great Beverage with Every
Meal Every Day.”

You’ve moved down the left-hand side of the wheel
and the amount of time consumers spend deliberating on
choices has been reduced in each segment. Now you are
mentally crossing over the vertical line to the ritual, or emo-
tional side, and the importance of the item and emotional
connection will increase as you move up the right-hand side
of the wheel—and you’re halfway to lunch with the boss.

4. Sensory Segment Sensory strategies are based on one
of the five senses: sight, touch, hearing, smell, taste.
You think “Refreshing, clear taste. Brand X Water.”

5. Social Segment Many social strategies are based on
establishing, maintaining, or celebrating relationships
with others. You think “Get noticed. Drink Brand X Wa-
ter” or “Share Brand X Water with someone you love.”

6. Ego Segment Ego strategies are based on images
that consumers have of themselves. Brands say to

consumers “This is who you are.” Active
people who eat healthy foods and exer-
cise regularly like reinforcement that they
are doing the right thing. You think
“Brand X Water, the bottled water for
people who care about their health.”

The wheels are turning now. You’ve
arrived at the parking lot and you start
combining strategies.

7. Serve refreshing (sensory) Brand X water
to your family (social) every day (routine).

8. Clear refreshment (sensory) in an un-
breakable (ration), portable (ration)
container.

Your boss is impressed with your ability
to generate strategies. Most advertising pro-
fessionals generate two or three and then do
multiple executions within a single strategy.
But you are not so limited. In fact, your boss
has invited you to lunch again tomorrow to
discuss the pitch for a national pizza chain.
How many strategies can you generate?

Source: http://web.utk.edu/~retaylor/six-seg.htm.

Items of
least
importance

Items of
greatest
importance

Ego

Social

Sensory

Emotional importance increases

Routine

Acute Need

Ration

• Claim-based
• Transporting info
• Rational
• Product-focused

Transmission View
• Image-based
• Sharing, communing
• Emotional
• Experience-focused

Ritual View

FIGURE 8.4
Taylor’s Six-Segment Strategy Wheel

Source: Ronald E. Taylor, University of Tennessee http://web.utk.edu/~retaylor/six-seg.htm



Selling Strategies Advertising has developed a number of strategic approaches that speak to the
head with a sales message. A selling premise states the logic behind the sales offer. A premise is
a proposition on which an argument is based or a conclusion is drawn. This type of message strat-
egy is usually a rational approach, an appeal to the head.

A basic selling premise is designed to sell a product based on tested principles, or selling
premises, that, as Edd Applegate reminds us in his book, Strategic Copywriting, have been shown
to work time after time.12 To have a practical effect on customers, managers must identify the
product’s features (also called attributes) in terms of those that are most important to the target
audience. Another type of selling premise is a claim, which is a product-focused strategy that is
based on a prediction about how the product will perform. Health claims on food products like
oatmeal, for example, suggest that the food will be good for you.

A rational, prospect-centered selling premise identifies a reason that might appeal to poten-
tial customers and motivate them to respond. Here is a summary of these rational customer-
focused selling premises:

• A benefit emphasizes what the product can do for the user by translating the product feature
or attribute into something that benefits the consumer. For example, a GM electric car ad fo-
cuses on the product feature (the car doesn’t use gas) and translates it into a benefit: lack of
noise (no pistons, valves, exhaust).

• A promise is a benefit statement that looks to the future and predicts that something good
will happen if you use the product. For example, Dial soap has promised for decades that if
you use Dial, you will feel more confident.

• A reason why emphasizes the logic behind why you should buy something, although the
reason sometimes is implied or assumed. The word because is the key to a reason-why state-
ment. For example, an Amtrak ad tells you that train travel is more comfortable than flying
because Amtrak is a more civilized, less dehumanizing way to travel.

• A unique selling proposition (USP) is a benefit statement that is both unique to the product
and important to the user. The USP is a promise that
consumers will get this unique benefit by using this
product only. For example, an ad for a camera states,
“This camera is the only one that lets you zoom in and
out automatically to follow the action.”

Most selling premises demand facts, proof, or explana-
tions to support the sales message. Proof statements that give
the rationale, reasoning, and research behind the claim are
used to substantiate the premise. The proof or substantiation
needed to make a claim believable is called support. In
many cases this calls for research findings. With claims, and
particularly with comparisons, the proof is subject to chal-
lenge by the competitor as well as industry review boards.

Other Message Formulas In addition to the basic cate-
gories of selling premises, some common message formulas
emphasize different types of effects. The planner uses these
terms as a way to give direction to the creative team and to
shape the executions. Here are some common formats:

• A straightforward message, which is factual or infor-
mational, conveys information without any gimmicks,
emotions, or special effects. For example, in an ad for
www.women.com, the website advertises that “It’s where
today’s educated, affluent women are finding in-depth
coverage on issues they care about” and that more than 
2 million women visit each month.

• A demonstration focuses on how to use the product or
what it can do for you. For example, an ad for Kellogg’s
Special K and Smart Start uses cereal bowls to demon-
strate how a daily regimen of healthy cereal would help
a dieter lose six pounds.
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Principle
In the comparison
approach, as with a
demonstration, seeing is
believing, so the objective
is to build conviction.

The Kellogg’s Smart Start ad uses 28 cereal bowls to
demonstrate the amount that Special K and Smart Start
equal in weight loss.
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• A comparison contrasts two or more products to
show the superiority of the advertiser’s brand. The
comparison can be direct, with competitors men-
tioned, or indirect, with just a reference to “other
leading brands.” In the comparison approach, as
with a demonstration, seeing is believing, so the
objective is to build conviction. When people see
two products being compared, they are more likely
to believe that one is better than the other.

• In a problem solution message, also known as
product-as-hero, the message begins with a prob-
lem and then showcases the product as the solu-
tion. A variation is the problem avoidance
message format, in which the product helps the
consumer avoid a problem.

• Humor can be a useful creative strategy—using a co-
median such as Jerry Seinfeld as the star, for example
(see Chapter 7, p. 237)—because it grabs attention
and is memorable. Planners hope people will transfer
the warm feelings of being entertained to the product.

• The slice-of-life message is an elaborate version
of a problem solution staged in the form of a
drama in which “typical people” talk about a com-
mon problem and resolve it.

SHOWCASE
The “Truck Stop” headline for D&A uses a twist to make the repair
shop the hero. This ad was contributed by the Boston University
AdLab.

• In the spokesperson (also spokes-character, brand icon) or endorser format, the ad fea-
tures celebrities we like (Michael Jordan), created characters (the Aflac duck, the Geico
Caveman), experts we respect (the Maytag repairman, doctors), or someone “just like us”
whose advice we might seek. The spokesperson speaks on behalf of the product to build
credibility. A recent change in FTC rules now makes endorsers, as well as advertisers, liable
for false or unsubstantiated claims, so spokespersons have to be very careful about what they
say about any product they advertise.

• Teasers are mystery ads that don’t identify the product or don’t deliver enough information
to make sense, but they are designed to arouse curiosity. These are often used to launch a
new product. The ads run for a while without the product identification and then when cu-
riosity is sufficiently aroused, usually at the point when the product is officially launched, a
concluding ad runs with the product identification.

The use of celebrities as spokespersons, endorsers, or brand symbols is an important strategy
because it associates the brand with a famous person and qualities that make that person important.
Michael Jackson is credited with starting a new era of celebrity advertising when he signed a record-
breaking $5 million contract with Pepsi in 1984. Before that time, celebrities were often reluctant
to appear for a brand because they feared it might tarnish their image. More recently advertisers have
worried about celebrities they have signed who might tarnish the brand’s image. A classic example
is Michael Phelps, the winner of eight gold medals in the Beijing Olympics, who appeared in the
famous “Breakfast of Champions” series on Corn Flakes packages. After the swimmer was sus-
pended for three months by USA Swimming for a photo that showed him inhaling from a marijuana
pipe, Kellogg’s dropped him from the package. In another example, many companies distanced
themselves from Tiger Woods following disclosure of his personal problems. One source estimates
that Woods lost between $23 million and $30 million in endorsements with companies such as Ac-
centure and AT&T.13 Temperamental stars, drug and driving arrests, assaults, and loose tongues are
a nightmare for marketers.

Another aspect of celebrity effectiveness is their appeal or influence. There are a number
of ways to measure this. An E Score is a system of ratings for celebrities, athletes, and other
newsmakers that measures their appeal. A Q Score is a measure of the familiarity of a celebrity,
as well as a company or brand. The Davie Brown Index (DBI) measures a celebrity’s awareness,
appeal, and relevance as a brand image. It also evaluates the influence of the celebrity on buy-
ing behavior.
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Matching Messages to Objectives
We talked earlier about message planning, including objectives, and then moved to a discussion
of various types of message strategies. Now, let’s try to bring those two together. What types of
messages deliver which objectives? What approach can best overcome a weakness or solve a
problem? If it’s a credibility problem, for example, you might want to think about a testimonial,
a demonstration of proof, a reason why, or even a press release with the built-in believability of
a news story. The Facets Model can be helpful in thinking through objectives and their related
strategies:

• Messages That Get Attention To be effective, an advertisement needs to get exposure
through the media buy and get attention through the message. Getting consumers’ attention
requires stopping power. Creative advertising breaks through the old patterns of seeing and
saying things—the unexpectedness of the new idea (the Geico Caveman) creates stopping
power. Ads that stop the scanning and break through the clutter can also be high in personal
relevance. Intrusiveness is particularly important in cluttered markets. Many clutter-busting
ads are intrusive and use loud, bold effects to attract viewer attention—they work by shout-
ing. Others use engaging, captivating ideas, curiosity/ambiguity, or mesmerizing visuals.
Curiosity is particularly important for teaser strategies.

• Messages That Create Interest Getting attention reflects the stopping power of an advertise-
ment; keeping attention reflects the ad’s pulling power. An interesting thought keeps readers’
or viewers’ attention and pulls them through to the end of the message. One way to intensify
interest is through curiosity, such as using a teaser campaign where the message unfolds
over time. Ads that open with questions or dubious or ambiguous statements are designed to
create curiosity.

• Messages That Resonate Ads that amplify the emotional impact of a message by engaging a
consumer in a personal connection with a brand are said to resonate with the target audience.
The women’s campaign for Nike, for example, does a good job of speaking to women in a
way that addresses their concerns about personal achievement, rather than the competitive
theme of the more traditional men’s campaign. If a woman identifies with this message, then
it is said to resonate for her.

• Messages That Create Believability Advertising sometimes uses a credibility strategy to in-
tensify the believability of a message. Using data to support or prove a claim is critical. The
use of brand characters such as Colonel Sanders for KFC, who was a real person and the
creator of the famous chicken recipe (“11 herbs and spices”), is designed to give consumers
a reason to believe in a brand by cementing conviction.

• Messages That Are Remembered Not only do messages have to stop (get attention) and pull
(create interest), they also have to stick (in memory), which is another important part of the
perceptual process. Most advertisements, for example, are carefully designed to ensure that
these memory traces are easy to recall. In Chapter 4 we explained that much of advertising’s
impact lies in its delayed effects, hence memorability is a huge factor in effectiveness. Ads
use catchy headlines, curiosity, and intriguing visuals to make this recall process as easy as
possible and lock the message in memory.

Repetition is used both in media and message strategy to ensure memorability. Jingles are
valuable memorability devices because the music allows the advertiser to repeat a phrase or prod-
uct name without boring the audience. Advertising psychologist Esther Thorson says asking the
consumer to make a moral or value judgment also anchors the copy point in memory, such as re-
lating the point to a good cause.14

Clever phrases are useful not only because they grab the consumer’s attention, but also be-
cause they can be repeated to intensify memorability. Marketing communication uses slogans
for brands and campaigns, such as “Get Met. It Pays” (MetLife) or Nike’s slogan, “Just Do It.”
Taglines are used at the end of an ad to summarize the point of the ad’s message in a highly mem-
orable way, such as “Nothing outlasts the Energizer. It keeps going and going and going.” In ad-
dition to verbal memory devices, many print and interactive messages and most television
commercials feature a key visual. This visual is a vivid image that the advertiser hopes will linger
in the viewer’s mind. Color can be a memory cue. Wrigley’s Doublemint gum uses green and
Juicy Fruit uses yellow.

Principle
A message needs to stop
(get attention), pull (create
interest), and stick (be
memorable).
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• Messages That Touch Emotions
Emotional appeals create feeling-based
responses such as love, fear, anxiety,
envy, sexual attraction, happiness and
joy, sorrow, safety and security, pride,
pleasure, embarrassment, and nostalgia.
Appetite appeal uses mouth-watering
food shots to elicit feelings of hunger
and craving, like the photo in the
Quaker Trail Mix Bar print ad. Hall-
mark has used an emotional appeal for
years in its advertising to tie the senti-
ment in greeting cards with the moving
experiences in our lives. Home Depot
targeted women with uplifting tales of
what women customers can do to help
themselves become do-it-yourselfers.
The customers even tear up as they
speak and hug the employees who
helped them in a style reminiscent of
reality TV.15 A more general emotional
goal is to deliver a message that people
like in order to create liking for the
brand.

SHOWCASE
The familiar Doublemint green anchors the brand’s identity even when the
campaign is aimed at Hispanics and the ads are written en Español.
These ads were contributed by Sonia Montes Scappaticci, who is partner
and new business director at Catmandu Branded Entertainment. 
A graduate of Michigan State University’s advertising
program, she was also named one of AAF’s Most Promising
Minority Students. She was nominated by Professor Carrie
La Ferle.

• Messages That Inform Companies often use news announcements to provide information
about new products, to tout reformulated products, or even to let consumers know about new
uses for old products. The news angle, which is often delivered by publicity stories, is infor-
mation focused. Sometimes this means following a press release with a long-copy print ad or
an infomercial in television. Informative ads and brochures that focus on features and attrib-
utes seek to create understanding about a product’s advantages. Comparison ads are often
heavy on information and used to explain a product’s point of difference and competitive ad-
vantage. Attributes can be both tangible and intangible (see Figure 8.5). The ads for Sunkist
oranges and Harley-Davidson focus on tangible and intangible features.

• Messages That Teach People learn through instruction so some advertisements are designed
to teach, such as demonstrations that show how something works or how to solve a problem.
Educational messages are sometimes designed to explain something, such as why it is im-
portant to brush your teeth or get involved in local politics. Learning also is strengthened
through repetition, as in the famous Pavlovian experiment where the dog learned to associ-
ate food with the sound of a bell. That’s why repetition is such an important media objective.

• Messages That Persuade Persuasive messages are designed to affect attitudes and create be-
lief. Strategies that are particularly good are testimonials and messages that generate word of
mouth about the product. Endorsements by celebrities (the Seinfeld commercial mentioned
in Chapter 7) or experts are used to intensify conviction. Selling premises that focus on how
the product will benefit the consumer, state a reason why, or explain a unique selling propo-
sition (USPs) are persuasive, particularly if they provide proof or support. Torture tests,
comparisons, and before-and-after demonstrations also are used to prove the truth of a claim.
Conviction is often built on strong, rational arguments that use such techniques as test
results, before-and-after visuals, testimonials by users and experts, and demonstrations to
prove something. Celebrities, product placements, and other credibility techniques are used
to give the consumer permission to believe a claim or selling premise.

• Messages That Create Brand Associations The transformative power of branding, where the
brand takes on a distinctive character and meaning, is one of marketing communication’s
most important functions. Image advertising, in particular, is used to create a representation
of a brand, an image in a consumer’s mind, through symbolism. Advertising’s role is to pro-
vide the cues that make these meanings and experiences come together in a coherent brand
image. The Sunkist ad associated oranges with candy to convey the message of sweetness.

Principle
When advertising gives
consumers permission to
believe in a product, it
establishes the platform
for conviction.
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An association message strategy delivers information and feelings symbolically by con-
necting a brand with a certain type of person or lifestyle. This link is often created through vi-
suals. A consumer gets a feeling about the product—who uses it and how and where they use
it—through these symbolic cues. Some advertising strategies want you to identify with the
user of the product or see yourself in that situation. Fashion and cosmetic products invite you
to project yourself into the ad and make a fashion statement when you wear or use the product.

• Messages that drive action Even harder to accomplish than conviction is a change in behav-
ior. It often happens that people believe one thing and do another. The Road Crew campaign
was designed to overcome a gap between attitudes and behavior. Sometimes an advertising
message can drive people to act by offering something free or at a discounted sales price.
Sales promotion, for example, works in tandem with advertising to stimulate immediate ac-
tion using sampling, coupons, and free gifts as incentives for action.

Most ads end with a signature of some kind that serves to identify the company or
brand, but it also serves as a call to action and gives direction to the consumer about how to
respond, such as a toll-free phone number, website URL, or e-mail address. Marketing com-
munication can drive people to a website or to a toll-free number to call a company. Similar
to the Road Crew campaign, another form of action is to discourage or extinguish actions
such as smoking, drug use, or driving drunk.

Ultimately, marketers want loyal customers who purchase and repurchase the product as a
matter of habit or preference. Reminder advertising, as well as distributing coupons or intro-
ducing a continuity program (such as a frequent flyer program), is designed to keep the brand
name in front of customers to encourage their repeat business.

Intangible Characteristics

• Style
• Quality
• Image
• Prestige
• Warranty
• Brand Name
• Others

Tangible Characteristics

Product Interpretation
and Evaluation
by Customer

Advertising
Message

Message Strategy
to Represent the

Product

The Product

• Size
• Features
• Color
• Durability
• Package
• Taste
• Others

FIGURE 8.5
Tangible and Intangible Product Attributes
The diagram illustrates the characteristics of tangible and intangible features. The Sunkist
ad compares its oranges to candy but in the comparison it identifies tangible product charac-
teristics, such as flavor and color. The Harley-Davidson ad uses intangibles—it associates
the Harley brand image with the personality of people who ride on the edge of life.
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CREATIVE THINKING: SO HOW DO YOU DO IT?
Given how much we’ve been talking about creativity, perhaps a definition might be appropri-
ate. In a research review of creativity in advertising education, Mark Stuhlfaut identified the
significant elements, which begin with novelty but include appropriateness. He says that
“among advertising professionals, creativity requires singularity, uniqueness, adaptability, and
revelation of truth (the ‘aha’ moment), which implies authenticity and relevance.” Stuhlfaut
adds that if it’s creative, it is also often generative; in other words, it leads to other new ways
of thinking.16 So creativity can be defined as generating novelty and uniqueness that makes
something ring true.

Marketing communication and advertising are creative idea businesses. But what do we mean
by an idea?An idea is a thought or a concept in the mind. It’s formed by mentally combining pieces
and fragments of thoughts into something that conveys a nugget of meaning. It’s a form of
construction—a mental creation. Advertising creatives sometimes use the term concepting to re-
fer to the process of coming up with a new idea, such as the famous “Got Milk?” campaign. There’s
even a book called Concepting by Jan Rijkenberg that explains how concept branding leads to
ideas that mean something to consumers and create identification with the brand.17

We have tried to define creativity and creative ideas, but to understand what it is, it may
be helpful to think about what it isn’t. What’s the opposite of creative? In advertising, clichés
are the most obvious examples of generic, nonoriginal, non-novel ideas. An example of an in-
dustry immersed in clichés is hospitals—where advertising conventions typically feature
skilled doctors and caring nurses working together as teams in new high-tech buildings with
incredibly new equipment. Hospitals, along with banks, are filled with friendly staff and we
are often reminded how much they care. In contrast, an innovative campaign for the Akron
Children’s Hospital has been showcased for its new approach. Its commercials are unscripted
and use patients and their families, who talk about how they are coping. The idea is that hos-
pitals are dramatic places and the challenge was to present the inherent drama in the hospital
situation by focusing on real people. When the New York–based DeVito/Verdi agency was
hired by the Mount Sinai hospital to also break away from the clichés, the agency drafted a list
of commandments: No pictures of doctors, no smiling people, no fancy machinery, no over-
promises about medical care, no complicated medical terminology.18

To help you understand how creative people think about strategy and advertising ideas, con-
sider the 10 tips offered in the Practical Tips box by Professor Tom Groth, whose students consis-
tently win awards. These are suggestions about how professionals approach creative assignments,
but they also provide you with a road map for your own personal growth as a creative person.

Creative Big Ideas
What we call a Big Idea, or creative concept, becomes a point of focus for communicating the mes-
sage strategy. The Marlboro Man with its connotation of Western independence and self-reliance is
a Big Idea that has been worth millions, maybe billions, of dollars in brand equity over the years.
It’s ranked number three in Advertising Age’s Top 100 advertising campaigns of the century.19

But Big Ideas can be risky because they are different and, by definition, untested. The
“SuperModelquins” campaign by Crispin Porter & Bogusky described in Chapter 5 was a risky
strategy because it was so unexpected. CP&B has had trouble with some of its other edgy ideas,
such as the creepy Burger King. To be fair, the agency was recognized for its cutting-edge work
and named Agency of the Year at the CLIO’s 50th anniversary show in 2009. The agency, how-
ever, lost VW as a client because its brassy taglines and quirky situations departed too much from
VW’s “heritage of tasteful wit.” The ads, some of which alienated VW’s independent dealers, fea-
tured a lab-coated Helga, a soccer mom who mocked Brooke Shields, and a VW Bug with a heavy
Teutonic accent hosting a late-night talk show.20 So risky is good for edgy Big Ideas, but how far
on the edge is a difficult question.

Where do big ideas come from? As advertising legend James Webb Young, a founder of the
Young & Rubicam agency, explained in his classic book on creative thinking, an idea is a new or
unexpected combination of thoughts. Young claims that “the ability to make new combinations is
heightened by an ability to see relationships.”21 An idea, then, is a thought that comes from placing
two previously unrelated concepts together as the Harley “Steak for Your Ears” ad demonstrates.

Principle
Big Ideas are risky
because they are by
definition new,
unexpected, and
untested.
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PRACTICAL TIPS

Ten Creative Tips
By Tom Groth, University of West Florida

Tigers talk, Rice Krispies talk, and
ducks pitch insurance. It’s almost

magic.
Who thinks of this stuff?

Creatives! Art directors, copy-
writers, and, of course, creative
directors—innovative, artsy, ec-
centric, nonconformist, and

soooo cool. How do they come
up with fresh ideas seemingly out

of thin air? In an ever-changing world,
creativity is the fundamental skill for success.

Too bad there isn’t a pull-down menu on your com-
puter for creativity. Until then, try these 10 creative tips.
Soon your classmates might be asking, “How did you
come up with that?”

Creative Tip 1
Live big. Prepare. Be smart. Work hard. Don’t be
lazy. Laugh.

Often an ad is dull and boring simply because its cre-
ator is dull and boring. The only thing that you can put
into an ad is yourself. Nothing more.
• Dig into life. Immerse yourself in art, music, pop cul-

ture, books, advertising, the Internet, your client,
your product, and most of all, your prospect.

• Breakthrough creative is not in the research or on
the Internet—it is within you.

Creative Tip 2
The right answer is the wrong answer.

Too often we are looking for “the correct answer,” the
safe answer, the answer the teacher or client expects.
The expected solution is not a solution. It is often a rut,
a cliché. Think dull, boring, been-there-done-that.

Education � apple
5 � 5 � 25
Sky � blue
Insurance � a duck!

“I never thought of it that way!”
• Creativity forgets the way things are supposed to be!

Creative Tip 3
What do you want to say?

Discover the core message about your brand before
you ever pick up a pencil. Have a clear strategy.
• You cannot communicate a message if you don’t

know what the message is.

Creative Tip 4
Warning! Do not use a computer to create.

A computer immediately thrusts you into your left brain.

Which font?
Which point size?
Which program?
Where do I get a picture of a giraffe smiling?

• Always carry a notepad. Ideas may come in the
shower, in the middle of the night, on a date, or at a
stoplight. Oh, that breakthrough concept can vanish
in a heartbeat. Get it down fast.

Creative Tip 5
Use the power of play. You remember how to play,
don’t you?

Try free play. Recess. No rules, no coach—shut down
your adult, left brain, and all the tired baggage that
comes with it. Start with lots and lots and lots of
thumbnails. All ideas are valid now. Don’t evaluate yet.
Wait. Pick your winner another day.

Creative Tip 6
Play the what if game.

What if . . . a pink bunny sold batteries?
Pretend . . . a green giant raised peas!
Suppose . . . a clown with red hair pitched burgers.
Imagine . . .

• Give yourself permission to suspend reality! Look
beyond the facts to what might be. Imagine the
possibilities!

Creative Tip 7
Don’t play scared.
Fear says, “There already exists one answer and you’d
better find it.” Creativity says, “The world is not done.
There are more pages possible!”
• Fear kills creativity. Fear of ridicule. Fear of being a

fool. Fear of being fired. Fear it won’t be perfect.
• Perfection kills ideas. Take a risk. Be brave. Be

braver.

Creative Tip 8
Think of it as. . .

• Use associations. This is how your brain works and
how great ads work too.

(continued)
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A pet is a . . . date magnet.
A crayon is a . . . power tool.
Cough syrup is a . . . silent night.
• Just link two previously unrelated ideas. This breaks

the boredom barrier and dramatizes your brand’s
benefit!

Creative Tip 9
Set-up and punch line.

Set-up: Two antennas meet on a roof, fall in love, and
get married.
Punch line: The ceremony wasn’t much, but the recep-
tion was brilliant.
• Bad joke; but a review of any awards annual will re-

veal this approach is the basis of many killer ads!
Here’s how it works.

Step 1 The set-up creates a question through
curiosity. (It shows or says something that
disrupts expectation.)

Step 2 The punch line answers the question and
reveals the core brand message.

• Set-Up: By the end of this sentence you’ll be think-
ing of a turkey with a green beak.

Creative Tip 10
Have fun!

People like to work with people who have a sense of
humor. People buy brands from ads they like. A sense
of humor wins accounts, makes friends, sells brands,
and turns good creative into great creative.

This Harley-Davidson ad equates the taste of a steak with the throaty roar of a Harley engine.

The Road Crew
creators wanted to
create a design in the
spirit of the Harley
image, realizing that
members of the target
audience were all
Harley fans.

The name Road Crew was the defining element of that campaign’s Big Idea. It was sup-
ported with a slogan—“Beats driving”—that conveyed the benefit of the program in the language
of the target audience. The logo was in the style of the Harley-Davidson logo. The Road Crew
planners realized that a Big Idea that reflects the lifestyle of the target audience in appealing lan-
guage and tone can motivate behavior and change attitudes, and Harley connects with the attitude
of the young male audience the campaign wanted to reach.

The ROI of Creativity
A Big Idea is more than just a new thought because in advertising it also has to accomplish some-
thing—it has a functional dimension. According to the DDB agency, an effective ad is relevant,
original, and has impact—which is referred to as ROI of creativity. That formula sounds like the
way a businessperson would talk metaphorically about creativity in terms of “return on invest-

Principle
An idea can be creative
for you if you have never
thought of it before, but
to be truly creative it has
to be one that no one else
has thought of before.
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ment.”22 But it has a different meaning here. According to DDB’s phi-
losophy: Ideas have to be relevant and mean something to the target au-
dience. Original means one of a kind—an advertising idea is creative
when it is novel, fresh, unexpected, and unusual. Because it is novel, it
is surprising and gets your attention. To be effective, the idea also must
have impact, which means it makes an impression on the audience.

But how do you know if your idea is creative? Any idea can seem
creative to you if you have never thought of it before, but the essence of
a creative idea is that no one else has thought of it either. Thus, the first
rule is to avoid doing what everyone else is doing. In an industry that
prides itself on creativity, copycat advertising—that is, using an idea
that someone else has originated—is a concern. Advertising expert John
Eighmy estimates that about 50 percent of the advertising in the United
States falls into this category.23

The importance of originality may be obvious, but why is rele-
vance important to an advertising Big Idea? Consider the award-win-
ning California Milk Board campaign “Got Milk?” The consumer
insight is that people drink milk with certain foods such as cupcakes. If
milk is unavailable to drink with those foods, people are—to say the
least—frustrated. Thus, associating these products with milk is a highly
relevant idea.

Likewise, why is impact important? We know that many adver-
tisements just wash over the audience. An idea with impact, however,
breaks through the clutter, gets attention, and sticks in memory. A
breakthrough ad has stopping power and that comes from an intrigu-
ing idea—a Big Idea that is important, interesting, and relevant to
consumers.

The Creative Leap
We all use different ways of thinking in different situations. For example,
the term divergent thinking is used to describe a style of thinking that ex-
plores multiple possibilities rather than using rational thinking to arrive at
the “right” or logical conclusion. The heart of creative thinking, divergent thinking uses exploration
(playfulness) to search for alternatives. Another term for divergent thinking is right-brain think-
ing, which is intuitive, holistic, artistic, and emotionally expressive thinking in contrast to left-brain
thinking, which is logical, linear (inductive or deductive), and orderly. How can you become a more
creative thinker—someone who uses the right brain for divergent explorations?

First, think about the problem as something that involves a mind shift. Instead of seeing the
obvious, a creative idea looks at a problem in a different way, from a different angle. That’s referred
to as thinking outside the box. It doesn’t matter how dull the product might appear to be, there is
always an opportunity to move it beyond its category limitations through a creative Big Idea.

For example, as Frontier restructured its operations during the economic downturn of the late
2000s, like other airlines, it raised prices on checked luggage. However the creative team at Grey
deftly asked consumers to think about this in another way—instead of thinking of baggage
charges as additional costs, it asked passengers to pay only for what they used. The agency repo-
sitioned the practice to show that now passengers had the freedom of choice to pay only for
services if they use them.

Second, put the strategy language behind you. Finding the brilliant creative concept entails
what advertising giant Otto Kleppner called the creative leap24—a process of jumping from the
rather boring business language in a strategy statement to an original idea. This Big Idea trans-
forms the strategy into something unexpected, original, and interesting. Since the creative leap
means moving from the safety of a predictable strategy statement to an unusual idea that hasn’t
been tried before, this leap is the creative risk.

A classic example of out-of-the-box thinking is Michelin’s tire advertising, which is driven
by the strategic idea that the tire is durable and dependable—language that would make a pretty
boring ad. The creative idea, however, comes to life in the long-running campaign that shows a
baby sitting in a tire. The visual is reinforced by the slogan, “Because so much is riding on your

The idea that some moments, such as when
eating cupcakes and cookies, require a glass of
milk is the creative concept behind the award-
winning “Got Milk?” campaign. The creative
concept is expressed both in words and pictures
in this ad.

Principle
To get a creative idea, you
must leap beyond the
mundane language of the
strategy statement and
see the problem in a novel
and unexpected way.
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tires.” The creative concept “leaps” from the idea of a durable tire
to the idea of protecting your family, particularly precious members
like tiny children, by surrounding them with the dependability of a
Michelin tire.

All creative ideas in advertising involve this element of risk.
Alex Bogusky, chief creative officer at Crispin Porter � Bogusky,
one of the country’s hottest creative agencies, says he welcomes
over-the-top work (think the Subservient Chicken and the Burger
King king) because it gets talked about. “I don’t mind spectacular
failure or spectacular criticism,” he says, because those ideas make
headlines, which means everybody’s talking about them. “There’s
so much advertising that nobody knows even exists,” he adds.
“That’s the stuff that I worry about making.”25

Dialing Up Your Creativity
How creative are you? You probably know people who are just
naturally zany, who come up with crazy, off-the-wall ideas. As
Sasser reminds us, “everyone has some level of internal creativ-
ity.” Creative advertising people may be weird and unconven-
tional, however they can’t be totally eccentric. They still must be
purpose driven, meaning they are focused on creating effective ad-
vertising that’s on strategy.

Coming up with a great idea that is also on strategy is an emo-
tional high. Advertising creatives describe it as one of the biggest
emotional roller coasters in the business world. One copywriter
explained that when the ideas aren’t flowing, you feel like fleeing
the country. But when it’s a good idea, there’s nothing better. 
It’s a real high. In The Inside Story at www.pearsonglobaleditions
.com/moriarty, Ingvi Logason explains how he got the idea for a
campaign for a recycling center in Iceland.

Research by the Center for Studies in Creativity in Buffalo, New York, has found that most
people can sharpen their skills and develop their creative potential. Research indicates that cre-
ative people tend to be independent, assertive, self-sufficient, persistent, and self-disciplined,
with a high tolerance for ambiguity. They are also risk takers with powerful egos that are inter-
nally driven. They don’t care much about group standards and opinions and typically have inborn
skepticism and strong curiosity. Here are a few of the key characteristics of creative people who
do well in advertising:

• Problem Solving Creative problem solvers are alert, watchful, and observant and reach con-
clusions through intuition rather than through logic.

• Playful Creative people have fun with ideas; they have a mental playfulness that allows
them to make novel associations.

• The Ability to Visualize Most of the information we accumulate comes through sight, so the
ability to manipulate visual images is crucial for good copywriters as well as designers.
They can see products, people, and scenes in the mind’s eye, and they can visualize a mental
picture of the finished ad while it is still in the talking, or idea, stage.

• Open to New Experiences As we said earlier, one characteristic that identifies creative peo-
ple is that they are open to new experiences. Over the course of a lifetime, openness to expe-
rience may give you many more adventures from which to draw. Those experiences would,
in turn, give a novelist more characters to write about, a painter more scenes to paint, and
the creative team more angles from which to tackle an advertising problem.26

• Conceptual Thinking It’s easy to see how people who are open to experience might develop
innovative advertisements and commercials because they are more imaginative.27 Such
imagination led to a famous Nike commercial in which Michael Jordan and Larry Bird play
an outlandish game of horse—bouncing the ball off buildings, billboards, and places that are
impossible to reach.

Michelin’s dependability and durability surround and
protect a car’s precious cargo.

Principle
Getting a great
advertising idea that is
also on strategy is an
emotional high.
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As important as creative thinking is for advertising professionals, strategic thinking is just
as important. In taking a peek into the minds of those who hire new creative people, researchers
found repeated verbatim comments from creative directors concerning the importance of strate-
gic Big Ideas. “Emphasize concept,” said one creative director. “Teach them to think first and ex-
ecute later.”28

The Creative Process: How to Get an Idea
Only in cartoons do light bulbs appear above our heads from out of nowhere when a good idea
strikes. In reality, most people who are good at thinking up new ideas will tell you it is hard work.
They read, study, analyze, test and retest, sweat, curse, and worry. Sometimes they give up. The
unusual, unexpected, novel idea rarely comes easily—and that’s as true in science and medicine
as it is in advertising.

But most experts on creativity realize that there are steps to the process of thinking up a new
idea. One approach called creative aerobics is a thought-starter process detailed in the Practical
Tips feature that works well in advertising because it uses both the head and the heart.

The creative process usually is portrayed as a series of steps. English sociologist Graham
Wallas was the first to outline the creative process, but others followed, including Alex Osborn,
one of the founders of the BBDO agency and the Creative Education Foundation.30 Let’s sum-
marize this classic approach in the following steps:

Step 1. Immersion Read, research, and learn everything you can about the problem.

Step 2. Ideation Look at the problem from every angle; develop ideas; generate as many al-
ternatives as possible.

Step 3. Brainfag Don’t give up if—and when—you hit a blank wall.

Step 4. Incubation Try to put your conscious mind to rest to let your subconscious take over.

Step 5. Illumination Embrace that unexpected moment when the idea comes, often when your
mind is relaxed and you’re doing something else.

Step 6. Evaluation Does it work? Is it on strategy?

Principle
Emphasize concepts.
Worry about their
execution later.

PRACTICAL TIPS

Exercise Your Creative Muscles
Linda Conway Correll, Assistant Professor, Southern Illinois University

Developed by Linda Conway Correll,
Creative Aerobics is a four-step,

idea-generating process that is
explained here in terms of find-
ing a creative idea for a hypo-
thetical client—oranges:29

1. Facts The first exercise is
left brain and asks you to
come up with a list of facts
about a product (an or-
ange has seeds, is juicy,
has vitamin C).

2. New Names In the second exercise you create new
“names” for the product (Florida, a vitamin supple-
ment, a kiss of sunshine).

3. Similarities The third exercise looks for similarities
between dissimilar objects. (What are the similarities
between the new names and the product? For in-

stance, Florida sunshine and oranges both suggest
warmth, freshness, sunshine, the fountain of youth.)

4. New Definitions The fourth exercise, a cousin of the
pun, creates new definitions for product-related
nouns. Peel (face peel, peel out), seed (seed money,
bird seed), navel/naval (naval academy, contemplat-
ing one’s navel), pulp (pulp fiction), C/see/si/sea
(C the light).

Headlines derived from those definitions might
be: “Seed money” (the money to purchase or-
anges), “Contemplating one’s navel” (looking at or-
anges), “Peel out” (when your grocer is out of
oranges), “Navel intelligence” (information about
an orange), “Pulp fiction” (a story about an orange),
“C the light” (the orange is a low-calorie source of
vitamin C). These new definitions stimulate the flow-
ering of a new Big Idea.
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Brainstorming
As part of the creative process, some agencies use a thinking
technique known as brainstorming where a group of 6 to 10 peo-
ple work together to come up with ideas. One person’s idea stim-
ulates someone else’s, and the combined power of the group
associations stimulates far more ideas than any one person could
think of alone. The group becomes an idea factory.

That’s how the Road Crew concept was developed. This Big
Idea evolved out of many brainstorming sessions with the project
leadership team, as well as with people in the communities where
the team was working with local leaders to build coalitions to spon-
sor the effort. A list of names for the project was compiled and guys
in bars who fit the target audience profile voted on the winner,
which turned out to be Road Crew. The slogan “Beats driving” was
developed using the same process.

The term brainstorming was coined by Alex Osborn,
founder of the advertising agency BBDO and explained in his
book Applied Imagination. The secret to brainstorming is to re-
main positive and defer judgment. Negative thinking during a
brainstorming session can destroy the informal atmosphere nec-
essary to achieve a novel idea.

To stimulate group creativity against a deadline, some
agencies have special processes or locations for brainstorming
sessions with no distractions and interruptions, such as cell
phones and access to e-mail, and walls that can be covered with
sheets of paper on which to write ideas. Some agencies rent a
suite in a hotel and send the creative team there to get away and
immerse themselves in the problem. When the GSDM agency
was defending its prized Southwest Airlines account, the presi-
dent ordered a 28-day “war room/death march” that had staffers
working around the clock, wearing Rambo-style camouflage,
and piling all their trash inside the building to keep any out-
siders from rummaging around for clues to their pitch.

The following list builds on our previous discussion of cre-
ative thinking. It can also be used as an outline for a brain-
storming session.

To create an original and unexpected idea, use the follow-
ing techniques:
• What if? To twist the commonplace, ask a crazy what if

question. For example, what if wild animals could talk?
That question is the origin of Frontier’s talking animals
campaign.

Carlsberg Sport Drink used a number of creative
techniques in this commercial including the unexpected
(squirrel playing soccer after sipping the drink) and
exaggeration.

• An Unexpected Association In free association you think of a word and then describe
everything that comes into your mind when you imagine that word. If you follow a chain of
associations, you may come up with an idea that sets up an unexpected juxtaposition with
the original word or concept. An ad for Compaq used a visual of a chained butterfly to
illustrate the lack of freedom in competitors’ computer workstations.

• Dramatize the Obvious Sometimes the most creative idea is also the most obvious. That’s
true for the Voodoo Doughnuts campaign. One of our Showcase contributors, Karl
Schroeder, explained that the idea of magical power residing in a doughnut is new, but the
black magic idea comes directly from the name of the product.

• Catchy Phrasing Isuzu used “The 205 Horsepower Primal Scream” for its Rodeo
headline.
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• An Unexpected Twist An ad for Amazon.com used the headline “460 books for Marxists. In-
cluding 33 on Groucho.” A road crew usually refers to highway construction workers or the
behind-the-scenes people on a concert tour, but for the Road Crew campaign, the phrase was
twisted to refer to limo drivers who give rides to people who have had too much to drink.

• Play on Words Under the headline “Happy Camper,” an ad for cheese showed a picture of a
packed sports utility vehicle with a huge wedge of cheese lashed to the rooftop.

• Analogy and Metaphor Used to see new patterns or relationships, metaphors, and analogies
that by definition set up juxtapositions. Harley-Davidson compared the legendary sound of
its motorcycles to the taste of a thick, juicy steak.

• Familiar and Strange Put the familiar in an unexpected situation: UPS showed a tiny model
of its familiar brown truck moving through a computer cord.

• A Twisted Cliché They may have been great ideas the first time they were used, but phrases
such as “the road to success” or “the fast track” become trite when overused. But they can
regain their power if twisted into a new context. The “Happy Camper” line was twisted by
relating cheese to an SUV.

• Twist the Obvious Avoid the predictable, such as a picture of a Cadillac on Wall Street or in
front of a mansion. Instead, use an SUV on Wall Street (“fast tracker”) or a basketball hoop in
front of a mansion (“slam dunk”).

• Exaggeration Take a common situation or item and exaggerate it until it becomes funny (an un-
breakable kiss with the lovers totally unresponsive to over-the-top attempts to break them apart).

To prevent unoriginal ideas, avoid or work around the following:
• The Look-Alike Avoid copycat advertising that uses somebody else’s great idea. Hundreds

of ads for escape products (resorts, travel, liquor, foods) have used the headline “Paradise
Found.” It’s a play on “paradise lost” but still overused.

• The Tasteless In an attempt to be cute, a Subaru ad used the headline, “Put it where the sun
don’t shine.” An attempted twist on a cliché, but it doesn’t work.

Getting the Big Idea for marketing communication campaigns has always been the province
of creative teams in agencies. Recently, however, with the development of new crowdsourcing
practices, marketers are finding ways to enlist the collective ideas of thousands to come up with
great ideas. Doritos has held “Crash the Super Bowl” competitions that invite consumers to cre-
ate ads to run during the Super Bowl.

MANAGING CREATIVE STRATEGIES
We’ve talked about creative strategy and how it is developed, along with the types of effects ad-
vertising creates and the message strategies that deliver on these objectives. Let’s now look at
management issues that affect the formulation of creative strategies and campaigns: extension,
adaptation, and evaluation.

Extension: An Idea with Legs
One characteristic of a Big Idea is that it gives legs to a campaign. By that we mean that the idea
is strong enough to serve as an umbrella concept for a variety of executions in different media
talking to different audiences. It can be endlessly extended.

Extendability is a strength of Frontier’s talking animals campaign as well. The logic and
structure of the concept is explained by the campaign’s creators in the A Matter of Practice box.

Adaptation: Taking an Idea Global
The opportunity for standardizing the campaign across multiple markets exists only if the objec-
tives and strategic position are essentially the same. Otherwise, a creative strategy may call for a
little tweaking of the message for a local market or even major revision if there are a great deal
of cultural and market differences.

In the case where the core targeting and positioning strategies remain the same in different
markets, it might be possible for the central creative idea to be universal across markets. Although



A MATTER OF PRACTICE

A Campaign with Legs (and Flippers)
Shawn Couzens and Gary Ennis, Creative Directors, Grey Advertising

When Frontier has something to
sell—whether it’s a new city, a

website, or the frequent flyer
program—we let the animals
deliver the message in a fun,
humorous way. Certain char-
acters are better suited for
certain messages than others.

Flip, for example, is the lov-
able loser who never gets a break.

For years, he’s been dying to fly to
a warm, tropical climate, such as

Florida. But instead, he always gets
sent to Chicago. This has been a
recurring theme in several com-
mercials. So, when Frontier ex-
panded its service to Mexico,
this was the perfect opportu-
nity to build on Flip’s storyline.

Hence, “Flip to Mexico.”
The point is that the cam-

paign has always been episodic,
like a situation comedy. With 10-plus

TV spots a year, we needed a structure that allowed us
to build on the characters and their storylines.

If our base-brand campaign were a sitcom, then
Flip to Mexico would be a spin-off. The idea was to blan-
ket the city with the “news” that Flip would quit unless
he went to Mexico—and he needed the public’s help to
get there. We wanted the community to be an active
participant in the story. To facilitate this, we launched a
series of mock newscasts covering Flip’s evolving story-
line. We hired “activists” to hold placards and distribute
leaflets, and we created an elaborate underground
website with lots of interactive content. We even in-
volved real Frontier employees, like CEO Jeff Potter, to
help blur the line between reality and fiction. Con-

sumers enjoyed the in-
terplay, and they hap-
pily rallied for Flip. The
story really captivated
the city of Denver. It
was all over the news.
And it deepened the
bond between Fron-
tier and the commu-
nity at a time when
other airlines were try-
ing to eat into Fron-
tier’s home turf.

But it’s no longer about just TV, print, and radio. An
idea has to perform across multiple platforms, and new
media is a big part of that. Brands will have to find other
ways to connect with consumers—like podcasts, inter-
active websites, YouTube Contests, branded entertain-
ment, product placement, long-format digital content,
and more. Some brands are creating their own TV shows
or Web channels with original programming. The media
landscape will continue to change. What won’t change
is the need for talented writers and art directors who
can think outside the parameters of traditional media
and make the brand story relevant and entertaining
across all of these different media and formats.

A campaign is an evolving story, so you can’t rest on
your awards. When you launch a successful campaign,
and everyone likes it, you’ve set the creative bar pretty
high. Everyone’s waiting to see what you’ll do next.
Your job is to keep surprising them, keep raising the
bar—because if you don’t do it, someone else will.

There’s a saying in the industry, “You’re only as
good as your last ad.” It’s kind of true. One week, you’re
being praised for an ad or campaign. But the next week,
you have a new creative brief in your hand, and you have
to prove yourself all over again.
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the implementation of this idea may vary from market to market, the creative concept is sound
across all types of consumers. Even if the campaign theme, slogan, or visual elements are the
same across markets, it is usually desirable to adapt the creative execution to the local market, as
we explained in the discussion of cultural differences in Chapter 5.

An example of a difficult adaptation comes from Apple’s series of “Mac vs. PC” ads that
show a nerdy PC guy who can’t keep up with the activities of a laid-back Mac guy. It uses del-
icate humor and body language to make subtle points about the advantages of the Mac sys-
tem. In moving the campaign to Japan, Apple’s agency, TBWA/Chiat/Day wrestled with the
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fact that in Japanese culture, direct-comparison ads are considered rude. The Japanese version
was tweaked to make the Apple more of a home computer and the PC a work tool, so the dif-
ferences were focused more on place than person.31 The point is that cultural differences of-
ten require nuanced and subtle changes in ads if they are to be acceptable beyond the country
of their origin.

Evaluation: The Go/No-Go Decision
How do you decide if the creative idea is strong enough to justify the expense of creating a cam-
paign based on it? Whether local or global, an important part of managing creative work is eval-
uation, which happens at several stages in the creative process. Chapter 19 focuses on evaluation,
but we’ll introduce some basics here to help you understand this important final step in the cre-
ative process.

A new book on Bill Bernbach and the golden age of advertising, Nobody’s Perfect by Doris
Willens,32 analyzed the brilliant advertising his creative team at DDB produced during the 1960s.
In commenting on the book, positioning guru Al Ries observed that Bernbach was a true creative
genius because he had the ability to sort good ideas from bad. Ries concluded, “It’s a trait that’s
extremely rare.”33

So nobody starts off being a Bernbach, but everyone can learn to be more critical about the
advertising they see. The first question is: Is it on strategy? No matter how much the creative peo-
ple, client, or account executive may like an idea, if it doesn’t communicate the right message or
the right product personality to the right audience at the right time, then it is not effective. That’s
the science of advertising.

Structural Analysis The Leo Burnett agency has an approach for analyzing the logic of the cre-
ative strategy that goes beyond just evaluating the strategy. The Burnett creatives use it to keep
the message strategy and creative concept working together, along with the head and heart ap-
peals. This method, called structural analysis, relies on these three steps:

1. Evaluate the power of the narrative or story line (heart).
2. Evaluate the strength of the product claim (head).
3. Consider how well the two are integrated—that is, how the storyline brings the claim to

life.

Burnett creative teams check to see whether the narrative level is so high that it overpowers
the claim or whether the claim is strong but there is no memorable story. Ideally, these two ele-
ments will be so seamless that it is hard to tell whether the impact occurs because of the power
of the story or the strength of the claim. Such an analysis keeps the rational and emotional sides
of an advertisement working together.

Copytesting A formal method to evaluate the effectiveness of an ad, either in draft form or af-
ter it has been executed, is called copytesting. Remember: To evaluate the results, the objectives
need to be measurable, which means they can be evaluated to determine the effectiveness of the
creative strategy. Copytesting uses a variety of tools to measure and predict the impact of the ad-
vertisement. Chapter 19 explains these tools in more detail.

A particular problem that Big Ideas face is that the message is sometimes so creative that the
ad is remembered but not the product. That’s called vampire creativity, and it is one reason some
advertisers shy away from really novel or entertaining strategies. That’s also why it is important
to copytest the effectiveness of the ad’s creative features while still in the idea stage to determine
if there is brand linkage and memorability.

Looking Ahead
That’s a brief review of the changes in message strategy prompted by the economic downturn.
The next step in learning about the inner workings of the creative side is to move to the execu-
tion of message—both copy and design. We’ll talk first about copywriting in Chapter 9 and then
visual communication in Chapter 10.
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Key Points Summary

1. How do we explain the science and art of creative strat-
egy, as well as the important parts of a creative brief?
From the advertising strategy comes the problem statement,
the objectives, the target market, and the positioning strat-
egy. The message strategy decisions include the appropriate
type of creative strategy, the selling premise, and sugges-
tions about the ad’s execution, such as tone of voice.

2. What are some key message strategy approaches? Creative
strategies are often expressed as appeals to the head, the heart,
or both. More complex systems of strategies have been pro-
posed by Frazer and Taylor. Creative strategy formats include
lectures, dramas, psychological appeals, and selling strategies.
Different formulas have evolved that deliver these strategies
and guide the development of executions.

3. Can creative thinking be defined, and how does it lead
to a Big Idea? To be creative, an ad must make a relevant
connection with its audience and present a selling idea in an
unexpected way. There is both a science (the way a mes-
sage is persuasive, convincing, and relevant) and an art (the

way a message is an unexpected idea). A Big Idea is a cre-
ative concept that makes the message attention getting and
memorable.

4. What characteristics do creative people have in com-
mon, and what is their typical creative process? Creative
people tend to be independent, assertive, self-sufficient,
persistent, and self-disciplined, with a high tolerance for
ambiguity. They are also risk takers with powerful egos that
are internally driven. They don’t care much about group
standards and opinions and typically have inborn skepti-
cism and strong curiosity. They are good problem solvers
with an ability to visualize and do conceptual thinking.
They are open to new experiences. A typical creative
process involves immersing yourself in background re-
search; developing alternatives through ideation; getting
past brainfag, where you hit the wall and can’t come up
with anything; and embracing illumination of the great idea.

5. What issues affect the management of creative strategy
and its implementation? Those working on the creative

IT’S A WRAP

With the advertising campaign still running to its conclusion in 2010, Innocent partnered with the social
movement We Are What We Do to create a special limited-edition smoothie for its next marketing

campaign. We Are What We Do is a not-for-profit social movement and was behind the highly effective “I’m
Not a Plastic Bag” shopping bag campaign in 2007.

The new Innocent campaign, created in house, is called “The Great Recipe Archive,” a website featuring
an interactive archive for consumers to share their recipes and stories and vote for their favorite submissions.

As part of the campaign, Innocent created a new limited-edition smoothie made from peaches and pas-
sion fruit that launched in March 2011. The campaign is essentially a community project with the aim of bring-
ing recipes to life through the stories behind family recipes that have been passed down through the
generations. It is a good fit for Innocent because it engages consumers, and also benefits charity as part of
its broader program to encourage generations to share experiences.

Another in-house marketing campaign that illustrates the quirkiness of Innocent’s approach culminated
in late 2010 with two advertisements in The Times thanking consumers who had knitted woolen hats for its
bottles of smoothies. Proceeds from the sales of the woolen hats were donated to Age Concern, a U.K. charity
for the elderly.

Many of these marketing initiatives are part of the Innocent Foundation, which was set up in 2004. It uses
10 percent of the businesses profits to support projects around the world. Some 30 projects have benefited
from the support, although the bulk of the focus is now on sustainable agriculture.

The Rabbit Disappears
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side of advertising must do so within the parameters of the
business context. Some factors that have an impact on the
development of creative strategy and its implementation are
extension, adaptation, and evaluation. A concept is extend-
able if it can serve as an umbrella idea for other communi-

cation. A campaign is adaptable if the idea can be used in
another context such as a global application. Evaluation is a
critical management issue because it is important to test
whether a concept communicates the intended message to
the target audience.

Review Questions

1. This chapter argues that effective advertising is both a sci-
ence and an art. Explain what that means and give examples
of each.

2. How do various strategic approaches deliver on the objec-
tives identified in the Facets Model of Effects?

3. What is an appeal? How do advertisements touch people’s
emotions? Describe two techniques.

4. Explain the four types of selling premises.

5. What is a Big Idea, and what are its characteristics?

6. When a creative director says your idea needs to make a
“creative leap,” what does that mean?

7. Describe the five steps in the creative process.

8. Explain how brainstorming is used in advertising.

9. Give an example of a technique you might use as a thought
starter to stimulate a creative idea.

10. List five characteristics of creative people. How do you rate
yourself on those factors?

11. Explain structural analysis and copytesting and how they
are used in evaluating the creative strategy.
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Discussion Questions

1. Find the ad in this book that you think is the most creative.

• What is its Big Idea? How and why does it work?

• Analyze the ad in terms of the ROI formula for
evaluating effective creative advertising.

• Re-create the creative brief that would summarize the
ad’s message strategy.

2. Divide the class into groups of 6 to 10 people and discuss
this problem: Your community wants to encourage people to
get out of their cars and use alternative forms of trans-
portation. Brainstorm for 15 minutes as a group, accumulat-
ing every possible idea. How many ideas are generated?

Here’s how to run this brainstorming group:

• Appoint one member to be the recorder who lists all the
ideas as they are mentioned.

• Appoint another member to be the moderator and
suggest techniques described in this chapter as idea
starters.

• Identify a cheerleader to keep the discussion positive
and find gentle ways to discourage critical or negative
comments.

• Work for 15 minutes generating as many different
creative concepts as your team can come up with,
regardless of how crazy or dumb they might initially
sound.

• Go back through the list as a group and put an asterisk
next to the 5 to 10 ideas that seem to have the most
promise.

When all of the groups reconvene in class, each recorder
should list the group’s best ideas on the blackboard. As a
class, pick out the three ideas that seem to have the most
potential. Analyze the experience of participating in a
brainstorming group and compare the experiences of the
different teams.

3. Three-Minute Debate Here’s the topic: Is entertainment a
useful objective for an advertising campaign? This is an is-
sue that advertising experts debate because, although enter-
tainment may get and keep attention, some experts believe
the focus should be on selling products not entertaining
consumers. Build a case for your side—either pro or con on
the effectiveness of entertaining ads.

Take-Home Projects

1. Portfolio Project Find at least two newspaper or magazine
advertisements that your team believes are bland and unex-
citing. Rewrite them, first to demonstrate a hard-sell ap-
proach and then to demonstrate a soft-sell approach.
Explain how your rewrites have improved the original ad.
Also explain how the hard-sell and soft-sell appeals work.
Which do you believe is the most effective for each ad? If
you were a team of professionals working on these ac-
counts, how would you go about evaluating the effective-
ness of these two ads? In other words, how would you test
your intuitive judgment of which one works best?

2. Mini-Case Analysis Summarize the creative strategy
behind Innocent’s Rabbit campaign. Explain how the Big
Idea works and what makes it creative. How do the talking
rabbit commercials fit in with the overall marketing
campaign? Brainstorm an idea for a new commercial that
would extend the campaign’s theme and develop this new
Big Idea as a proposal to present to your instructor.
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Team Project: BrandRevive Revitalization Campaign

Based on the BrandRevive campaign plan that your team devel-
oped in the preceding chapter, now put together a message strat-
egy for this campaign. First review the Creative Brief then outline
a creative strategy to bring this fading or unknown product back
to life or create a stronger consumer presence for the brand.

• Decide the strategic approach—head/heart or some other ap-
proach from the Frazer or Taylor models and explain why
you believe that approach would work.

• Decide the appeal and/or selling strategy and explain why.
• Brainstorm for a Big Idea. Explain the best of the ideas you

developed and how you decided on one as your Big Idea.
• Present your findings in a one-page report and a PowerPoint

presentation that is no longer than three slides. In the presen-
tation explain and justify your recommendations.

The Century Council

Read the Century Council case in the Appendix before coming
to class.

1. What is the Big Idea in The Century Council case study?
Write a one-page summary of why you think it is a good or
bad idea.

2. Write the creative brief for The Century Council case study.

3. Once the target understands the concept of The Stupid
Drink, they seem to understand it. How would you evolve
the campaign in its second year?

Hands-On Case


